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All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. So the best way to
pull yourself up is by indulging in mind teasers and laughter
riots. Need a chill pill? Get into the WIZARD’S CORNER! 

Editor
in the making

Observe these images below carefully, then weave a story around them in not
more than 150 words and give it a title. Ensure, reference of all images is there in
the story. Mail us the story at toinie175@gmail.com.
The interesting one will be published in the edition.
Watch this space!!!

I
n the forest of Notre-Dame, in my
young elephant days, while I was
fleeing a bunch of ruthless hunters, I

met with an accident and got trapped.
Before I knew what was happening to
me, I found myself in a circus. It was an
unknown territory for me. My master
trained me to entertain spectators, who
came to watch the circus. Though I liked
the act of balancing a hoop on my trunk
with an acrobat, I was disappointed
with the food. It made me sick and,
therefore, got out of the circus busi-
ness. After a few years, a festival to
honour the elephants in our country
began. My circus owner sent me there,
as I had become a liability for the own-
ers.  But it was a game changer for me.
I got good food there and was honoured
by the authorities. After the festival got
over, we were handed over to the forest
guards, who sent me back to the wild
along with three other elephants. Initial
days in the forest were troublesome,
but soon, I met other elephants and
made a new herd and life was all about
freedom and food. Thanks to the guard,
I got a new birth in the wild again!

MY REBIRTH IN THE
WOODS!

And the
winner is...

SAPTAK CHATTERJEE
class VI, Ryan International School

Sanpada, Navi Mumbai

WEAVE A STORY WITH PICTURES

TRIVIA

T
he idiom ‘the ball is in your court’ is derived
from tennis. When the ball bounces in your
court during a game of tennis, you must take

action and hit it to keep the game going. The
expression, ‘the ball is in your court’, expressed in
a figurative sense, came into use in the 1960s.
Scholars, however, differ on whether it comes
from the tennis field or from basketball.

P
riya wanted to get rid of
her friend, who had over-
stayed her welcome in

Priya’s house. She thought
about it and told her friend
that she had to visit her long
ailing grandmother in the
native place and leave the very
next morning. Now, it was up
to her friend Seema to pack
her bags and leave.    

A. Straight from the horse’s
mouth

B. The ball is in your court.

C. Rein in

(Choose the idiom
that best suits the

situation)

S
urabhi was feeling unwell, though
her exact illness wasn’t known.
She had just moved in from

Mumbai to Pune. Mumbai is known to
have temperate and humid weather in
summer, while in Pune, the humidity is
much lower and temperature is much
higher. 
A. Under the weather
B. Ailing all along
C. Feeling unwell

Answer: A

Answer: B

Step-1 Step-2

Step-6Step-5

Step-3 Step-4

1) OMAGILFN
a.  Radio b.Flag

c.Phantom d.Flamingo

2) ERAHPM
a. Hamper b. Fridge

c. Couture d. Courage
3) REGFALI

a. File b.Fiction

c.Fragile d.Figure

4) NOSIVI
a. Voice

b. Vibrate

c. Vision

d. Vintage

Answers: 1.D, 2. A 3.C, 4. C

PURVI MUNSHI,
Art Teacher, Udgam

School (MS) , Ahmedabad

Draw the easy way

ciao!

hallo!
hello!

hola! Learn a 

Work sheet

ITALIAN

Q:1 How do you say number 7?

Q:2 How do you say number
11?

Q:3 How do you say number
4?

Q:4 How do you say number
9?

Answers: 1)    Sette 2) Undici 3) Quattro 4) Nove

1) - One – Uno – Oo-noh
2) Two – Due – Doo-eh
3) Three – Tre – Treh
4) Four – Quattro – Kwah – Kwah-troh 
5) Five – Cinque – Cheen- kweh
6) Six – Sei – Say
7) Seven – Sette – – Seht-tey
8) Eight – Otto – Oh-toh
9) Nine – Nove – Noh-veh
10) Ten – Dieci – Dee-EH-chee
11) Eleven – Undici – Oon–dee-chee
12)Twelve – Dodici – Doh-dee-chee

Idiom-etrics

WORD WATCH
1) circumvent   v.       
 to evade 
 specify limits 
 snub 
 be discreet 
22)) ddeemmuurree   aaddjj.. 
 self-conscious 
 clumsy 
 modest 

 aggressive
33)) ccoonnssuummmmaattee  ((kkuunn
SSUUMM iitt)) aaddjj..  
 dashing 
 conclusive 
 brief 
 skilled 
44)) ddeeiiffyy  ((DDEEEE uuhh ffyy))
vv.. 

 to challenge 
 exaggerate 
 idealize 
 defer to 
55)) hhaapplleessss   aaddjj..  
 careless 
 sad 
 feeble 
 unfortunate 

1)To evade; find a way around; outwit. Latin circum-
(around) and venire (to come).
2)  Modest or shy, often affectedly; as, “Don’t be
demure when firmness is needed.” Old French de (of)
and murs (manners). 
3) Supremely skilled or accomplished; complete or per-
fect; as, a consummate TV interviewer. Latin com-
(together) and summa (a sum).
4)  To idealize; exalt or glorify; make a god of; as, “It is
unnerving to be deified by fans.’’ Latin deus (god) and
facere (to make). 5) Unfortunate; unlucky; as, They for-
got the name of the hapless actor. English hap (luck;
chance) and -less (without).

A N S W E R S

The tale of an elephant


